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CLASS 1 : Cigarette Cards / Trade Cards or Both
THE PRESIDENT'S CUP
1st. Place    Entry No. C5    Title: "LEST WE FORGET"   Winner: ROY HATHAWAY

THE CHARVIL CUP
2nd Place   Entry No. C3    Title: "EARLY BOOKMARKS"  Winner: ROY HATHAWAY

3rd Place   Entry No. C4    Title: "V.C. WINNERS WW1"    Winner: CORAL PRINT

CLASS 2 : Postcards
THE COLLECTOR'S FAIR TROPHY
1st. Place  Entry No. P2   Title: "CARE OF WOUNDED WW1"  Winner: ROY SHEPPARD

THE LODDON CUP
2nd Place   Entry No. P4   Title : "BEFORE SUPERMARKETS"  Winner: CORAL PRINT

3rd Place   Entry No. P1  Title: "PARIS BEFORE 1914 WAR"  Winner: GEOFF ASHTON

CLASS 3 : Cigarette Cards / Trade Cards with Postcards
THE KIMBERLEY CUP
1st. Place    Entry No. M1   Title: "150 YEARS OF CWS"   Winner: ROY HATHAWAY

THE KENNET CUP
2nd Place   Entry No. M4    Title: "REMEMBRANCE"     Winner: JOHN CAHILL

3rd Place   Entry No. M3     Title: "WE PLOUGH THE FIELDS"  Winner: MIKE TUBB

TOTAL NUMBER OF COMPLETED VOTING FORMS: 114.

Prize Draw from  Judging Forms: Two Winners
1st. Prize: Carol Silk - Prize £20
2nd. Prize: John King - Prize £20

INFORMATION KINDLY COMPILED BY ANN AND JOHN CAHILL

Competition Winners: Rivermead 2014
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CLASS 1: CIGARETTE CARDS / TRADE CARDS

EXHIBIT C5: Roy Hathaway (Lest We Forget)   No. of Votes: 174
EXHIBIT C3: Roy Hathaway (Early Bookmarks)  No. of Votes: 154
EXHIBIT C1: Coral Print (VC Winners WW1) No. of Votes: 146
EXHIBIT C2: Ken Hussey (Warships of the World)  No. of Votes: 108
EXHIBIT C3: Derek Lewens (Silks of WW1)  No. of Votes: 77

CLASS 2: POSTCARDS

EXHIBIT P2: Roy Sheppard (Care of Wounded WW1) No. of Votes: 233
EXHIBIT P4: Coral Print (Before Supermarkets) No. of Votes: 201
EXHIBIT P1: Geoff Ashton (Paris before the 1914 War) No. of Votes: 107
EXHIBIT P5: Roy Hathaway (PIC or Not P/C) No. of Votes : 80
EXHIBIT P3: Richard Howarth (Clyde Steamers) No. of Votes: 59

CLASS 3: MIXED : CIGARETTE/TRADE & POSTCARDS

EXHIBIT M1: Roy Hathaway (150 Years of CWS) No. of Votes: 195
EXHIBIT M4: John Cahill (Remembrance) No. of Votes: 175
EXHIBIT M3: Mike Tubb (We Plough Fields & Scatter) No. of Votes: 167
EXHIBIT M2: Derek Lewens (Bruce BairnsFather) No. of Votes: 117

VOTING RESULTS OF THE 2014 ANNUAL COMPETITION

DEREK & JOHN TRY TO PREVENT MIKE'S
PLOUGH FIELD FROM SCATTERING!

ANN BEATS A HASTY RETREAT AS RICHARD SINGS A
SHIPPING LAMENT TO A FORLORN KEN!
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CLUB NIGHT REVIEW
ROY SHEPPARD

The meeting at Charvil Village Hall, on April 10th, saw the return of Mike Tubb who
gave the second power point presentation on one of his favourite collecting and
research topics: Singer Sewing Machine Cards. Mike's talk was a continuation of his
previous presentation in 2013. He explained, and showed, the special passenger
railway station called “Singer”, built on the site of the Singer factory, which was used
to transport the workers to and from Glasgow. The factory produced 900,000 Singer
sewing machines yearly; mainly for export to the Empire and Europe. Since his talk of
a year ago, Mike has added to his collection and is attempting to list and catalogue
the many trade cards issued by Singer (a formidable task which a lesser collector
would shy away from - Awed Ed). He has found many previously unknown cards of
birds, places, and shipping. He believes that there are many more still undiscovered.
Mike then showed us many items of Singer ephemera; a mere fragment of his
collection ("The Card Scene" will be regularly playing host to Mike's latest research
discoveries for those of you who may be interested - Heart Sewn On Sleeve Ed).

The meeting held at Charvil Village Hall, on May 8th, was a power point
presentation on “Local War Hospitals in WW1”, as illustrated on postcards, with
commentary by Roy Sheppard. With the current popular interest in topics associated
with WW1, it proved particularly interesting to the members. Roy described how a
wounded soldier progressed from the trenches, along a chain of military medical
facilities, to the Reading War Hospitals in a minimum of four days. The soldiers were
sent to one of six Reading War Hospitals or to one of twenty-two Auxiliary Hospitals.
Although the six War Hospitals were staffed by a core of professionally qualified
military doctors , orderlies, and nurses, the Voluntary Aid Detachment (Red Cross and
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St John Brigade members) were essential to the staffing and efficiency of the
hospitals. This was particularly the case for the Auxiliary Hospitals which were set-up
in large houses, halls, and public buildings.

The local people set-up Care & Comfort Committees to manufacture medical
supplies, crutches, bandages, and dressings. 1,500 civilian volunteers, including
schoolchildren, worked on this in Reading. Outings and excursions, entertainment,
hospital libraries, and games facilities were established. The thrice weekly eggs and
surplus garden food collections were made and distributed to the hospitals. Tobacco
comforts for the soldiers were also given (the sedentary joy of playing cards was
always a popular diversion; even at The Front! - Ace In The Hand Ed). All these
facilities and diversions came as a result of voluntary donations. The armistice, in
November 1918, resulted in the gradual closure of the Auxiliary Hospitals and
requisitioned schools were handed back during the first six months of 1919.

At the Jubilee Hall on May 29th, members brought along cards and other
collectables of interest. Ken Hussey displayed a sample of stamps from his collection
of Pitcairn Island stamps. Coral Print showed another of her collecting interests:
Postcards of the Fairey Delta experimental aircraft of which only two were ever built.
Neil Baldry displayed a magnificent wooden scale model of a Greyhound (Slipper
Class) Thames Launch built by Bushnells, of Maidenhead, where he once worked.
John Cahill brought along small scale racing-car models that he collected with Kellogg
cereals  a few years ago. Also seen were items of ephemera, postcards, and trade
cards which other enthusiastic members showed and talked about.
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ALBACORE (CORAL PRINT)
I recently visited an Aviation Fair and managed

to buy twelve official photographs of Fairey Aviation
aircraft (although, sadly, no Rotodyne!). The one
shown here is now the only Fairey Albacore aircraft in
the world. This is despite there being eight hundred
built at Hayes between 1938 and 1942. It was a
torpedo-bomber and reconnaissance aircraft used in
the Second World War and played a leading role in
the Battle of Matapan; which finished-off the Italian
fleet in the Mediterranean.

This lone Albacore arrived at the Fleet Air Arm
Museum, at Yeovilton, on Thursday, 16th April 1987,
having been restored from parts found in Norway,
Sutherland, and on the Balmoral Estate. The actual
aircraft control column was found at an aero jumble
fair!

The photograph shows Commander Arthur
Keep, the observer, on the right, and the air gunner,
Harry Griffin, on the left. They are holding the log book of
the Albacore aircraft in which they were shot down over
Norway in July 1941. They, along with the surviving air
crew, were imprisoned in a German P.O.W. camp. Arthur
Keep, while in the camp, took part in a mass escape;
which the well-known film “The Great Escape”, starring
Steve McQueen, was based on. Arthur Keep was the
'forger' who made all the German passes and documents
used by the escapees (actor Donald Pleasance played his
part in the film).

Both men, together with other Albacore aircrew, were at the Museum when the restored
plane arrived. Along with this photo came the Press Release showing details of the arrival of
the plane. I have several postcards, such as the one shown, of the Albacore but, sadly, no

cigarette or trade cards.
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A.H. Game
(Originally published in the LCCC’s Card Collector’s News 1992)

Among the many small tobacco manufacturers in pre-war years was Brigham &
Co. of Reading; known to collectors, if at all, for their Tobacco Growing in Hampshire
series of cards. During the years 1920 and 1927, I lived at Frieze Farm, Crowsley,
about halfway between Henley and Reading. I remember Brigham’s shop in Reading
and, whilst I have no recollection of the cigarette side of their trading, I do remember
a friend of ours buying Brigham’s ‘Old Moey’ shag tobacco. It was rank old stuff.
Maybe it was their Hampshire-grown tobacco? The one ounce packets were cream
coloured with black printing and depicted the likeness of ‘Old Moey’ wearing a large
floppy hat and a long smock which was the traditional wear for an agricultural
worker at the time.

As a boy, I can well remember ‘Old Moey’. He was employed at the Reading
Saturday Cattle Market as a drover and he was paid a sum of money by Brigham for
his likeness on their Shag Tobacco. Knowing ‘Old Moey’s’ fondness for drink, it was
rumoured that Brigham’s paid him his royalty monthly rather than annually so he
could not booze the money all in one go and be destitute for the remainder of the
year!

BRIGHAM OF READING: RECOLLECTIONS OF ‘OLD MOEY’
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MIKE LEE M.B.E. AND THE ROYAL OBSERVER CORPS
MIKE TUBB (WITH INTRODUCTION & PIX BY JOHN DEVANEY)

INTRODUCTION: Here is a long overdue dedication
to Mike Lee for his extraordinary record of service for
the R.O.C. during the post-WW2 years. Mike remains
modest about his considerable achievements
(including many years of voluntary hospital work). He
was one of the true silent heroes of the 'Home Guard'
in his village for many years. The two 'Mikes' have
been lifetime buddies (and 'leg-pullers'!) so it seems
only fitting that Mike Tubb should offer this small
dedication to a remarkable man of quiet dignity.

The Royal Observer Corps was founded on the
29th October 1925. It 'stood down' on 31st

December 1995, having been in operation for
over 70 years. Mike Lee was excused National

Service because he had to work on the family farm,
in Waltham St Lawrence, but he subsequently 'did
his duty' during his years with the R.O.C. He was a
Royal Observer Corps member from 1951 until it

disbanded; a total of 44 years out of the 70 years the Corps was in existence. A
remarkable record of dedication to duty. For this exemplary service, he thoroughly
deserved his M.B.E. in my opinion.

Mike started at his local R.O.C. post in Shurlock Row which, along with Marlow and
Ascot, was closed in 1968. He then served at RAF Medmenham, RAF High Wycombe,
and, finally, at the headquarters of the Royal Observer Corps at Bentley Priory near
Stanmore.

Mike was awarded the Royal Observer Corps Medal after twelve years service in
1963 and would have received two clasps depicting a winged crown for the two
further periods of twelve years service he completed.

Unfortunately, his original medal was stolen in a burglary at his house. I managed
to find a replica copy, on eBay, and it was presented to Mike during the Reading Card
Club meeting on June 12th.

Additional information regarding the Shurlock Row underground facility has come
to light. It was opened in December 1961 and closed in October 1968. It was located
in a small wood on the south side of Hungerford Lane. Currently, the site is heavily
overgrown and wooded. All surface features remain intact but the ventilation louvres
are missing and the step up to the access shaft is lying on its side. The hatch is open.
Internally, only the bunks and single bed remain intact. The battery lies in pieces on
the floor as does the rest of the furniture and the internal doors.

NO PETTY BURGLAR CAN STEAL
AWAY OR EQUAL WHAT MIKE

HAS ACHIEVED IN HIS
REMARKABLE LIFE!
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EDITORIAL NOTE: Photographs on the internet, such as the
one shown, display it as it is today. Nature has now almost
totally reclaimed it. The obscene, drug-addled, graffiti on
the inside walls bear sad witness to the degeneration of a
sick society far removed from the dutiful days when the
dedicated R.O.C. members inhabited these quarters!

Well done Mike. It is a privilege to know you.

SURPRISE! SURPRISE !!  THIS IS WHAT TRUE FRIENDS ARE FOR !!!
(UNFORTUNATELY, GEOFF GOT A BACK-HANDER TO HIS NOSE !??)
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MORE CANDID RIVERMEAD ACTION PHOTOS
LIZ TEBBUTT

RICHARD IS SHOCKED BY THE DRY-CLEANING BILL
FOR HIS CLUB T-SHIRT! KEN DESPERATELY

SEARCHES HIS BAG FOR A CHOCOLATE HOBNOB!!

RICHARD SCRUTINISES THE COMPETITION
ENTRIES WITH AN AIR OF CHAIRMANESQUE

SUPERIORITY!

JOHN STRUGGLES TO STRAIGHTEN THE CARDS ON THE DISPLAY BOARDS WHILE DEREK
HELPFULLY COMMENTS "LEFT A BIT, RIGHT A BIT, LEFT A BIT MORE !"
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2014 RIVERMEAD 'STOP PRESS' REPORT
ROY SHEPPARD & JOHN DEVANEY

The Reading & District
Cigarette Card and Postcard
Club’s Annual Fair, held at
Rivermead Leisure Centre’s
Sports Hall on Sunday, 29th
June, lived-up to the high
hopes and expectations of
the Club’s organisers. It was
an outstanding event in
every way! There was a
grand total of 800 people in
attendance. There were even
visitors from Canada and the
USA who repeated their visits

of 2013. The Rivermead Card Fair now has a global reputation and it continues to
grow in popularity with each passing year. A tidal wave of collectors flooded the hall
when the doors opened and quite a few seemed reluctant to leave when the 4.30 pm
closing time arrived!

There were 93 dealers in attendance, from most parts of the UK, including
Scotland, with millions of cigarette cards, old and modern postcards, and trade cards
on offer (ranging in price from 10p to £100+). Card-associated ephemera could also
be found. Over a hundred members of the public participated in judging the Card
Display Competition and great interest was shown in the skill and inventiveness of
the thematic card arrangements. The first issue of "The Card Scene" was also
launched at this event with the full support of "Picture Postcard Monthly's" Brian
Lund. Gary Arkell's SAS/Loddon Auctions were present and
a tea/refreshment area was conveniently located in the
corner of the hall for those who needed a 'breather'!

Everyone seemed delighted with their day of buying,
selling, and socialising. There was an effervescent buzz and
an over-riding enthusiastic exuberance permeating the
atmosphere the whole day. It is a great delight that, in
these days of falling attendances at many hobby-related
events, this particular event is rated as the best of its kind in
the UK. It continues to attract new visitors from right across
the country; for example, two new visitors drove 280 miles
from Yorkshire and remained for the whole day. It is
fervently hoped that even more new attendees will be
appearing at next year's event. Definitely one for the diary!



A SAUCY POSTCARD DEDICATION TO MIKE TUBB (FROM THE EDITOR)
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KEEP TAKING THE MEDICINE ! (BRADFORD SKOOLDAYS 1939)

ONE CARD COMPETITION & ATTENDANCE STATISTICS

APR 10 APR 24 MAY 8 MAY 29 JUN 12 JUN 26 JUL 10

ATTENDANCE 27 24 26 26 28 22 30

COMPETITION
WINNERS:-
CIGARETTE JC CP CP DD CP BC GW
TRADE GW CP CF MH CP JC MT
POSTCARD CP GA CF CP MC CP CP
EPHEMERA MH CP CP KH MT JC CP

ABBREVIATIONS: MT = MIKE TUBB DD = DEREK DAVIS CP = CORAL PRINT
RW = ROGER WICHELOW GW = GRAHAM WRIGHT ML = MIKE LEE
BC = BRYAN CLARK MH = MARGARET HUSSEY JC = JOHN CAHILL
DG = DAVID GERKEN KH = KEN HUSSEY KT = KEN TOWNSEND
JJ = JENNY JERRUM CF = CHRISTINE FREWIN MC=MIKE COMPTON
GA = GEOFF ASHTON VP/JP = VERA & JOHN PALMER
BR = BARBERA REID GA = GARY ARKELL
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FORTHCOMING MEETINGS
7th AUG: MEMBER'S AUCTION. Competition Theme: SUNNY (C)
11th SEPT: LARTIGUE MONORAIL (PP) - Ken Hussey - Theme: RUN (C)
25th SEPT: MEMBER'S GENERAL DEALING - Comp. Theme: MAKE (J)
9th OCT: SHIPPING & ALL THAT (PP) - Richard Howarth - Theme: WATER (C)
23rd OCT: BRING-AND-TALK (Recent Finds) - Theme: VINTAGE (J)
FURTHER INFO: CONTACT BRYAN CLARK (Club Secretary) 0118 948 1350.

All are warmly welcome to our lively and friendly meetings.
(C) = Charvil Hall.     (J) =Jubilee Hall. PP = Power Point Presentation.

URGENT REQUEST FROM THE EDITOR: Contributions, however small, are
now urgently required. Articles, reviews, personal reflections, card
discoveries, and local Collector Fair news are always welcome. Please bring
your contributions along to the meetings and pass them onto me, the
Editor, or send them to me via email at: johndevaney222@btinternet.com

Or by post to: JOHN DEVANEY,
10 YELVERTON ROAD, WHITLEY,

READING,    RG2 7SU.
I can also be contacted on 0118 9752553 or by telepathy. Thank you.

CLUB AUCTIONS: CONTACT RICHARD HOWARTH
Telephone: 0118 9794459.

Unwanted collectables are always welcome (20p per Lot to
club members). Contact Richard or bring items to meetings.
Contact Richard or bring along to club meetings. This is an
easy way to sell your postcards; trade cards; cigarette cards;

and assorted ephemera.
For further Reading Card Club details please send a SAE to:-

BRYAN CLARK, 14 TOWER CLOSE, EMMER GREEN,
READING, RG4 8UU.

Email: bc975@aol.com Tel: 0118 948 1350
Or visit our website: www.readingpostcards.com
“On the Cards” is published by Reading & District

Cigarette Card & Postcard Club.
PRINTED BY CAMPBELL PRINTERS OF READING.

ROYAL OBSERVER CORPS ENSIGN
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